His interest in this unusual medium was rooted in childhood memories: "We had a player piano in the house when I was a child, and I was fascinated by this thing that would play all these fantastic things by itself. And so from then I had this way in the back of my mind-I wasn't thinking of composing at that age, of course, but it fascinated me" (Gagne and Caras 1982, 292) . The idea of using the instrument to compose came indeed much later. In 1939, Nancarrow read Henry Cowell's New Musical Resources-a book that would prove tremendously influential for his future as a composer (Cowell 1930) . In this highly imaginative and prophetic treatise, Cowell discusses both rhythmic and pitch relationships in terms of harmonic ratios. In an attempt to expand rhythmic usages-which he presents as markedly underdeveloped in Western European music in comparison to harmony and counterpoint-he discusses and demonstrates several simultaneous temporal subdivisions applied at the beat, measure, and tempo levels, and even proposes a new notational system for his novel "rhythmic harmonies." (1) Furthermore, he suggests the player piano as an ideal medium for realizing some of the resulting rhythmic configurations: "Some of the rhythms developed through the present acoustical investigation could not be played by any living performer; but these highly engrossing rhythmical complexes could easily be cut on a player-piano roll" (Cowell 1930, 64-65) . The fundamental ideas of the treatise made a deep and long-lasting impression on Nancarrow. Half a century after his first encounter with the book, he asserted: "New Musical Resources is probably the most influence [sic] of anything I've ever read in music. In fact, I just reread it [. . .] [T]here are still a lot of ideas in there that haven't been carried out" (Gann 1995, 43) . Nancarrow embraced, and applied in his own way, many of the book's concepts, particularly those on rhythm. Ultimately, it was Cowell's casual remark about the player piano's capabilities-and Nancarrow's reaction to it-that allowed the bridge between theory and practice to materialize. [1.2] Nancarrow emigrated for political reasons from his native USA to Mexico in 1940. Discouraged by several negative experiences with performers, he turned to the player piano later that decade. The medium was well fitted for the type of rhythm and speed challenges already posed by his music. It also stood as a plausible escape from the dependence on interpreters and their limitations. In 1947, after receiving a small family inheritance, he traveled to New York searching for his first player piano and punching machine (Gann 1995, 43) . (2) Finding a punching machine was not easy, and the composer finally hired a metal worker to copy a manual model that he borrowed from the roll company QRS, then based in the Bronx. Back in Mexico, he experimented with the new medium. Initially, he was interested in using a player piano to control a mechanical percussion orchestra. The project never succeeded, but it took much of the composer's energies in the late 1940s and early 1950s. By the time Nancarrow abandoned this project, his series of Studies had already begun. [1. 3] Nancarrow's exclusive dedication to the player piano, between 1948 and 1984, resulted in a collection of over fifty Studies, some of them with several movements. As the numbers of the Studies rose, the music grew more sophisticated and idiomatic for the mechanical medium. In 1989, Nancarrow said: "The first fifteen or twenty studies were just feeling my way [. . .] while learning what those player pianos could do: how fast they could repeat a note and how many notes they could hold down at one time. A hundred different things, which took some time to get used to" (Duckworth 1995, 46) . His work developed with the medium and became, after a certain point, inseparable from it. His initial interest in expanding the possibilities in the temporal domain remained alive throughout the years and was fed by the capabilities of the instrument. Each piece posed a new temporal challenge, reaching a maximum degree of elaboration in his mature works. [1.4] This article focuses on one of these mature works, Study No. 47 . The piece combines a number of Nancarrow's favorite constructive techniques, including isorhythm, tempo canon, large-scale acceleration and deceleration, and structural syncopation. It is a revealing synthesis of many of his life-long technical concerns expressed in terms of his mature musical language. This fascinating piece has been available only on recording until now. Unfortunately, this is also the case with Studies No. 22, No. 34 , and all the late works following Study No. 41. This deficiency, which has seriously limited the study and understanding of a crucial portion of Nancarrow's legacy, is partially amended here with the inclusion of a critical score and analysis of Study No. 47. Lacking a fair copy from the composer, the score was realized according to his shorthand manuscript of the piece-the so-called punching score-and his original player-piano roll, both housed at the Conlon Nancarrow Collection of the Paul Sacher Foundation in Basel, Switzerland. Merging information from both sources, the score introduces a new type of notation-combining both traditional and graphic aspects-especially developed for Nancarrow's late output. The score and the analysis are preceded by a discussion of the sources and Nancarrow's two chief working methods. Temporal matters lie at the center of this discussion and also constitute the focus of the subsequent analysis.
The Sources: Player-Piano Rolls and Punching Scores [2.1] Player-piano rolls are made out of thin paper, wound around a hard-plastic reel. The width of the paper is standardized at 11.25 inches and the length is variable, with the maximum possible length approaching 100 feet. The roll notation is analogous to traditional staff notation in the use of two different axes to represent pitch and time, although with the registers reversed (see Figure 1) . Pitch is determined by a note's placement along the paper's width (Y), and rhythm by a note's relative location and extension along the paper's length (X). Each of the eighty-three notes available in Nancarrow's pianos (B0 to A7) has a specific place along Y. Seven additional positions at both sides of the roll serve to trigger dynamic levels -independently for treble and bass-as well as pedal actions. A single hole denotes a short staccato attack and a row of consecutive holes along X produces a sustained sound. As opposed to the discrete positions for the Y axis, the X axis operates in a continuum. It is completely idiomatic for the player piano to articulate attacks at any point in time and to handle extremely subtle durational variations.
[2.2] Nancarrow punched the rolls of his Studies manually. Two different working methods can be clearly discerned in the original rolls. Under the first method, employed up to and including Study no. 21, the composer performed the punching in reference to the built-in ratchet device of his punching machine, inserting one hole at a time. Due to this external reference, the original rolls typically show no additional information besides the work's name, the tempo indication, and the paper perforations. The punching scores of these early Studies, on the other hand, contain drawings of evenly-spaced vertical strokes-here named divisions-coinciding either with the machine's notches or with multiples of them. These divisions are normally grouped every six units to facilitate orientation. Rather soon, the composer found himself limited by the fixed indentations of the machine, having to place holes in between them to achieve the desired temporal proportions and rhythms. The original player-piano rolls reveal that he had to do this as early as in Studies No. 6, No. 9, No. 15, and No. 18 (Bugallo 2004, 65-75) . Cumbersome indeed, must have been the punching of Study No. 21, in which departures from the machine's indentations, by ½ and ¼ of a notch, are practically constant.
[2.3] Seeking a more flexible approach to musical time, as well as a more effective way to produce the rolls, Nancarrow modified the machine after Study No. 21. He added an extension that enabled him to punch four holes at a time, as opposed to the previous single perforations, and cancelled the machine's indented system. Having lost this external reference, he began to draw temporal divisions directly into the roll. For such drawings, he manufactured rulers of many sizes and lengths, made out of either paper or thin cardboard:
When I write a piece with a certain tempo relationship, I make strips. So when I draw it out, I've already worked out the relationships of, let's say, two things. So I have a strip for this and a strip for that. I keep all these things even though I very seldom go back to the same relationship. But I have a whole stack of things that I have used. And I have a whole stack of different acceleration ratios that I also keep. Occasionally I use part of some of those things for other things. But yes, there's a big collection of them. (Duckworth 1995, 43) With the free combination of his "tempo templates," as he sometimes called the strips, Nancarrow gained complete rhythmic liberty. He penciled the divisions of the chosen templates on the roll and perforated it according to these markings. Due to their annotations, the rolls produced under this second method are unique documents, which have escaped successful reproduction until now. The punching scores after Study No. 21 usually include the same tempo templates drawn in the rolls, although written less carefully and often in an incomplete manner. The musical notation in these documents is typically proportional and in shorthand.
Classification of the Tempo Templates: Harmonic and Non-Harmonic
[3.1] Nancarrow kept his tempo templates organized in a cabinet with numerous labeled drawers. His labels suggest a classification in two groups: harmonic and non-harmonic. (3) The harmonic templates are defined by their evenly-spaced divisions. Influenced by Cowell's rhythmic theories, Nancarrow gave these templates the names of specific pitches, ranging from C1 to C8. Knowing the dimension of the units in one template, it is possible to infer all of the others. For example, the units of the C4-template equal approximately 13 millimeters. The "transposition" of this template one octave higher (2:1) produces units twice as small (6.5 millimeters) , and one octave lower (1:2) twice as large (26 millimeters). Figure 2 illustrates the relative dimension of the units in the C3, C4, and C5 templates. Moreover, Nancarrow derived the relative size of his harmonic templates directly from a table given in New Musical Resources (Cowell 1930, 107) . The contents of the table (reproduced in Figure 3 ) represent the proportion of the twelve contiguous pitches of the justly-tuned chromatic scale in relation to a fundamental C.
[3.2] Nancarrow usually combined his harmonic templates in order to produce diverse temporal "harmonies." Different from Cowell, he was not interested in articulating the majority of the divisions in the templates in order to enact temporal relationships with rhythmic clarity. He rather understood such harmonies as a given temporal space within which he composed the music. He either polarized the components of this temporal space-usually through the use of canon or contrasting musical objects-or wove such components together to form musical layers of high rhythmic complexity. Besides his labeling system for the harmonic templates, Nancarrow's interest in implementing isomorphic relationships between tempo proportions and pitch intervals was actually more limited than Cowell's. Still, Studies No. 23, No. 28, and No. 30 , exemplify such isomorphisms.
[3.3] The non-harmonic templates are defined by their unevenly-spaced divisions. The most common kind within this category are the accelerando and the ritardando templates, where the divisions get progressively closer together or further apart from each other respectively. In most cases, the composer defined the decrease or increase of the template units in terms of a fixed percentage. The denomination "1% accel.," for example, means that each unit in this template is one percent smaller than the previous one. Nancarrow introduced this sort of template-producing geometric acceleration-as soon as he modified the machine. Study No. 22 is subtitled "Canon 1%: 1½%: 2¼%," indicating the independent acceleration rates applied to the three canonic voices. A further example of geometric acceleration is Study No. 27 (Canon 5%: 6%: 8%: 11%). In some cases, however, the decrease or increase in the template units departs from a fixed percentage. Study No. 47, to be considered in detail below, is one example.
[3.4] Also under the category of non-harmonic are the so-called "f 15" templates. These templates, a late invention of the composer, are defined by a pattern of fifteen irregular durations, which Nancarrow called the "spastic rhythm" (Gann 1995, 256) . He explained the way in which he arrived at it: I don't remember all the details, but I played around with tempo relations, taking a collage from all of them, parts of them. I remember I took a bunch of templates and started putting them together, purely intuitively, and finally came up with that proportion that I liked. If you wanted to notate that rhythm, you could only notate it as I did. (Gann 1995, 257) In most cases, Nancarrow articulated every division of this template and repeated it successively. He utilized the template in eight different sizes, each labeled with a letter subscript between parentheses (a-, a, b, c, d, e, f, and g, from smallest to largest). Table 1 lists approximate dimensions for the units contained in each size. (4) It is likely that the initial version of the "spastic rhythm" was f 15 . The composer employed this template throughout Study No. 45a, in combination with the harmonic template Bb3. Seven units from Bb3 equal the total length of f 15(a). Figure 4 illustrates this concordance. This is the only instance found in which there is a clear periodic convergence between this irregular rhythm and another accompanying template. The "transposition" intervals generating the other seven sizes approximate simple ratios. Considering the templates' total length, the sizes of a-, a, b, d, and f get very close to growing by the octave proportion 2:1 (i.e., 5.22, 10.13, 21.07, 41.83, and 81.72 centimeters) . The remaining sizes c and e also suggest an octave relationship (i.e., 29.87 and 59.6 centimeters). Moreover, c and a hint at the 3:1 proportion (29.87 and 10.13 centimeters), as do b and e (21.07 and 59.6 centimeters)-the two f 15 templates utilized in Study No. 47. Finally g suggests the 4:3 ratio with respect to f. Figure 5 illustrates the insinuated relationships. Although the actual proportions are not identical to those in the figure, it is tempting to speculate that Nancarrow might have begun with such a "harmonic" scheme, departing from it slightly as he drew the actual templates. The fact that the templates themselves are not very accurately drawn is evident from the data presented in Table 1 . Comparing the different columns one finds plenty of proportional discrepancies among analogous units in different sizes. These inconsistencies, certainly unusual for the composer, might relate to the way in which he was planning to utilize these templates. Except for the case of f 15(a) and Bb3 in Study No. 45a, the alignment of the "spastic (a) rhythm" with other templates does not seem to be a matter of relevance. Much to the contrary, the f 15-templates tend to portray not only rhythmic irregularity but also a basic non-coordination with the surrounding musical context, as it is the case of Study No. 47. About [the] # 45 piece, I had originally thought of a suite of five separate pieces. I don't know when I got the idea of having them continuous. I had never heard them that way until the night of the concert. In any case it doesn't work. I am going to have to make definitive endings for three of the pieces, so it will be a suite of five more or less independent pieces. I hope you don't mind. (6) The modification of the original Study No. 45 was, at the end, much more radical than initially intended. The first and the last movements became independent pieces: Studies No. 46 and No. 47 respectively. The order of the second and the third movements was reversed to form, together with a newly-added concluding movement, the definitive Study No. 45 (a, b, and c). In this way, the third movement of the original work became the first of the definitive one, which led to the removal of a short transition, designed originally to lead into the fourth movement. This fourth movement, or No. 45d, was withdrawn and remained out of Nancarrow's catalogue until its appearance on CD in 2009. (7) It is only recently that the identity and the order of all the movements in the original Suite have been clarified (Bugallo 2012) . Research on the primary sources, in combination with documentary recordings of the piece, made this possible.
Study
[4.2] Despite its short life, the Betty Freeman Suite was musically and theoretically remarkable. Nancarrow's attempt to integrate the five movements under a single arch, not only through playing them continuously but also by means of a series of thematic and structural connections, was unprecedented. All the movements showed links to jazz, variously evoking boogiewoogie, blues, and ragtime almost as openly as in some of the composer's early works, although in a distorted manner. The use of the same or related tempo templates also bound the movements structurally. Table 2 , will be considered in turn, in the context of the piece's individual sections.
General Introduction to the Score of Study No. 47
Nancarrow, Study no. 47, Critical Score (click to enlarge and see the rest) [5.1] The score of Study No. 47 presented here is based both on Nancarrow's original player-piano roll and on his punching score of the piece. Figure 6 shows a reproduction of the first page of the punching score, and it includes a recording. (8) Some portions of this document remain missing, and therefore Sections 6 and 7 are derived solely from the roll. The following discussion makes frequent reference to both documents, indicating from where the information was taken as well as explaining occasional deviations from them. In addition to combining elements from both sources, the score incorporates notational practices observed in other works that Nancarrow prepared for publication. The tempo indication reflects the first Wergo recording of the piece, made under the composer's supervision (Nancarrow 1988) .
Sections and Score Layout [5.2] Study No. 47 is organized in eight sections. In the roll, the sections are physically distinguished by different pieces-and kinds-of paper held together with adhesive tape. Sections 1, 4, and 6 are punched on a brownish, apparently older paper. The remaining sections use white paper, although the hue of Section 8 is slightly different. In the punching score, each section begins on a new page. The sections in the critical score presented here are numbered according to Nancarrow's documents. The distinction of subsections (e.g., 2a, 2b, 2c, etc.) is an editorial addition aimed at showing significant articulation points in the music. The page layout also reflects aspects of the piece's structure.
A Combined Notation [5.3] In an attempt to condense all relevant information from both the punching score and the roll, the score combines two types of notation-staff and template-that are complementary. The staff notation indicates pitch, voice leading, dynamics, pedal, and certain aspects of articulation in a traditional manner. Rhythm is expressed proportionally, by means of the spacing of the notes along the staves. The tempo templates above each system indicate the actual time-subdivisions on which the rhythm is based (see for example score Section 1). The proportional size of these templates is maintained throughout. The correspondence of each note-stem with a specific point in the templates is shown by vertical alignment. When the music articulates only some divisions from the templates, this is indicated in one of two ways: (1) with a cross on the template's attack point (Section 1) or (2) with a thick horizontal line marking the beginning and duration of either a sound (Section 5) or a gesture (Section 6).
Template Denominations and Numbering [5.4] Nancarrow drew the tempo templates fully in the roll and partially in the punching score, but the templates' labels (i.e., G3, C4, E4, etc.) appear in both documents (see Figure 6 ). The association of each staff with a specific template is indicated in the score through these denominations, placed on the left margin of the staves at the beginning of each section-or subsection when necessary. The numbers given to the template divisions in the score reflect either the roll or the punching score, and sometimes both documents (see Section 1).
Number of Staves [5.5] Some of the study's single musical layers are spread out over several staves in the punching score. For example, the staccato accompaniment in Section 1 occupies three staves. The inclusion of the full tempo templates in the score allows condensing these multiple staves into a single staff, to more clearly present register and musical continuity visually (compare Figure 6 and Section 1).
Clefs and Accidentals [5.6] The clefs in the score were chosen to avoid the excessive use of ledger lines, and do not necessarily reflect those in the punching score. Each accidental applies only to the following note.
Articulation [5.7] The study contains three types of articulation: legato, staccato, and tenuto. The roll shows a consistent realization of these articulations. Legato notes are expressed in the score by horizontal lines linking one attack to the following (e.g., melody in Section 1). Although these lines are missing in some portions of the punching score (see Figure 1) , they symbolize legato in numerous other Studies prepared for publication by the composer (e.g., Studies No. 8 and No. 27 ). In the roll, the legato articulation is achieved by overlapping two consecutive sounds by at least 1 hole. When the same pitch is repeated, such overlap is technically impossible, unless the pedal is utilized. The player piano-like the piano-necessitates a brief release of the key before it can be effectively rearticulated. This release usually occupies the space of 2 or 3 holes in the roll. Staccato notes are indicated in the score as detached eighth notes with a staccato dot (e.g., accompaniment in Section 1). The eighth-note figures reflect the notation in the punching score (see Figure 6 ), but the staccato markings have been added to differentiate this articulation from the longer tenuto. In those places where the eighth notes are beamed together (i.e., the rapid arpeggios of Section 6 and Section 7) the articulation is also staccato. The staccato attacks are always as short as possible, namely 1 hole in the roll. Tenuto notes are represented in the score as detached eighth notes with a tenuto line (Section 4 and Section 5c). In the roll, this articulation is always assigned the same duration: 4 consecutive, equidistant holes. The tenuto articulation is not indicated in the punching score.
Dynamics
[5.8] The Ampico reproducing mechanism, with which Nancarrow's player pianos were equipped, offers seven different dynamic levels, applicable independently to each half of the keyboard. (9) These levels are operated by perforating holes in tracks 2, 4, and 6 of the roll, alone or in combination. A perforation in track 7 cancels the previously active dynamic, bringing it down to the lowest possible level, given also by default when none of the dynamic tracks is activated. Table 3 ). It is worth noticing the different dynamic commands found in the roll for treble and bass in Sections 5a and 5c. This differentiation, also reflected in the score, is rare for Nancarrow and only present in his late output.
Pedal [5.10] The pedal markings are all based on the roll. The una corda pedal is depressed throughout Section 4 (systems 55-70) and the damper pedal appears at the end of Section 5c (systems 92-93).
Summary of Templates
[5.11] Figure 7 shows all the harmonic templates drawn in the roll of Study No. 47, arranged from largest to smallest. The grouping of these templates denotes a special emphasis on the proportion 3:4:5 or, in other words, the major triad in second inversion (i.e., G3/C4/E4, D 6/G 6/C7, and C7/F7/A7). The actual musical implementation of these templates sometimes suggests a different "octave" for them. This is why the score occasionally departs from the drawings in Figure 7 (each case is discussed in the context of its individual section).
[5.12] Study No. 47 makes use of two types of non-harmonic templates: "accel./rit." used in a fixed size, and "f 15" represented by two sizes. The accel./rit. templates appear in Section 5 and Section 6. They contain the same thirteen durations, arranged either in decreasing (accel.) or increasing (rit.) order. Nancarrow labeled these durations with the Nancarrow, Study no. 47, Section 1 (click to enlarge and see the rest) numbers 1 to 13 at their insertion point in the roll-a practice kept in the score. The first column of Table 1 and Figure 5 ). In both cases, all the divisions of the template are musically articulated and the resulting "spastic rhythm" repeated successively (see systems 55-70 and 113-129). The 3:1 diminution affecting this rhythm between Sections 4 and Section 7 hints at a relevant proportional relationship at a formal level.
Temporal Structures in the Individual Sections
[6.1] Section 1 (systems 1-16) is based on the G3, C4, E4, and Bb5 templates, which converge every 3, 4, 5, and 14 units, respectively. Nancarrow numbered the convergence-points throughout the section in both the roll and the punching score. In what follows, this numeration will be loosely interpreted as "measure" counting, and labeled on the left of the converging templates that occur above the musical systems.
[6.2] The staccato accompaniment (bottom staff) jumps unpredictably among the G3/C4/E4-divisions. It consists of low octaves in alternation with higher major triads. Tenney has remarked that this bass sounds "like a deranged ragtime accompaniment" (Tenney 1999, 49) , which immediately brings to mind the "disordered" boogie-woogie bass of Study No. 44. (10) Although the pitches in the accompaniment change constantly, the same rhythm -except for minor exceptions-restarts every 19 measures. This talea, stated three complete and one incomplete times, determines the page layout of the score (compare the bass rhythm in systems 1-5, 6-10, 11-15, and 16) . The isorhythm created by the repetition of this talea is not perceived as such, not only because of its irregular design but also due to the constant renewal of the pitch material in the accompaniment.
[6.3] The legato melodic octaves in the upper staff-which I will call "Theme A"-follow a steady pulsation determined by the addition of eleven B 5-units (ca. MM 91 in the 1988 Wergo recording). Nancarrow numbered the melody beats in ascending order in the roll, and in both ascending and descending order in the punching score (see Figure 6 ). The regressive count starts at 77, which places the final note of the theme (1), at the beginning of Section 2a (see first attack on system 17, upper staff). The elision between the sections is carried out smoothly, largely due to their common Bb5-template. The final note from the melody, however, is delayed by three units from its expected location and its place taken by the staccato bass articulating a V-I cadence. This displacement, although subtle, contributes to a musically elegant shift from one section to the next. Figure 8 illustrates the template continuity between sections as well as the displacement of the final melody attack by 3 units of Bb5 (see arrow in the figure). [6.4] One may consider the periodic convergence of the G3/C4/E4-templates (i.e., the bass "measures") as regular tacit pulsations, which stand in a 14:11 relationship with the explicit pulsations of Theme A. Since the theme proceeds at MM 91, the tacit pulsations of the accompaniment equal MM 71.5. Both pulsations meet every 11 measures (e.g., see the two aligned F-octaves in system 3 of Section 1). This periodicity determines a rather distant-or "dissonant"-temporal relationship between melody and accompaniment, which contributes to the "deranged" quality noted by Tenney.
[7.1] Section 2 (systems 17-36) contains the same group of templates as the previous section, but their association with melodic and accompanimental functions is reversed. (11) Sections 2b, 2c, and 2d are rhythmically identical and musically analogous; the score layout reflects these parallelisms. The 19-measure talea corresponding with each page in Section 1 defines the rhythm of a recurring melody in these three subsections. (12) In Section 2b, the tune is staccato and harmonized with parallel major triads; in Section 2c, it shifts to legato octaves; and in Section 2d, it combines both triads and octaves. (13) The tune is accompanied by a staccato bass-strangely evocative of boogie woogie-based on non-periodic groupings of 2 and 3 units of B 5. In Section 2d, the single notes of this bass become octaves jumping up and down the keyboard. Sections 2b, 2c, and 2d are related by transposition, beginning respectively on F, B , and C. This I-IV-V harmonic scheme leads to a resolution on F (I) in the following section. (14) In the roll (as well as in the score), the "measure" counting of these three subsections is continuous, beginning at 1 with Section 2b and ending at 57 with Section 2d.
[7.2] Section 2a duplicates the jumping octaves and the measure numbers of Section 2d (38-57). It is partially missing in the punching score (perhaps Nancarrow never wrote it out completely), and is punched on a separate piece of paper in the roll. These facts suggest that Section 2a was inserted in the piece at a relatively late stage during the compositional process.
[8.1] Section 3 (systems 37-54) begins as a three-voice tempo canon that eventually develops into free counterpoint. One of the main shortcomings of the roll notation is its lack of voice-leading indications. This limitation is particularly problematic in this section, where the three voices (all equally staccato) jump unpredictably throughout the keyboard, crossing frequently. (15) At this point, the roll looks like a collection of randomly-distributed dots. It would have been nearly impossible to write out Section 3 without referring to the punching score. (16) [8.2] Figure 9 illustrates the templates utilized in the roll for this section. Each voice in the canon is attached to a different template. The minimum subdivision for the slowest voice is defined by 2 units of E4 (indicated with brackets in Figure 9 ), and for the other two voices by single units of G3 and C4 respectively. Thus the slower voice suggests a template whose divisions are twice as large, or one octave lower. This is why I have replaced the original E4-template with E3 in the score (Section 3). (17) The resulting template combination shows the correct 5:6:8 tempo proportion among the three voices (given by the major triad in first inversion). The canon begins with a trochaic rhythm, which suggests groupings of three template units in each voice. These groupings are confirmed by the numbers assigned to each template by the composer. The breathing marks at the end of Section 3 (system 54) stand for an unmeasured portion of the roll (roughly equivalent to 4 units of C4), which lies where the two pieces of paper containing Sections 3 and 4 join. up only those divisions coinciding with the attacks. In the score, I have chosen to show every division of the Bb5-template, partly with the purpose of illustrating its complete independence from the accompanying f 15 . The number of attacks for Theme A reaches 78 in this section (instead of the original 77) due to the insertion of an additional note at pulse 7 (system 56). As in Section 1, Theme A determines the length of the section. In this case, however, the last note happens within the section (system 70), with the beginning of the following section placed exactly where a potential seventy-ninth attack would occur.
[9.2] Section 4 also features a new melody in the treble, based on the "spastic rhythm" in the size f 15 . The template is repeated successively, defining a talea contained in the melody five complete and one incomplete times. In each statement the talea is partitioned differently by the articulations in the melody. For example, the legato notes in system 55, separate the first two durations of f 15 from the following three. The partition of f 15 durations in the five taleae is as follows: The majority of these partitions spell, or contain, the trichord [013], also prominent in Theme A and, especially, in the following two sections. Much of the musical interest in Section 4 comes from the contrast between the bass's immutable regularity and the apparently free, almost improvisatory quality of the treble. Nancarrow achieved this quality not only through the rhythmic irregularity of the f 15 template, but also through the various groupings of its durations in the melody.
[10.1] For the upper voices in Section 5 (systems 71-93), Nancarrow utilized the template denominations D 6/G 6/C7 and C7/F7/A7, first successively (Sections 5a and 5b) and later superimposed (Section 5c). His template drawings in the roll, however, show divisions eight times as large, or three octaves lower. (An explanation for this discrepancy is to be found in Section 6.) Following the roll's drawings and also taking into account the way in which the templates are musically implemented, I have replaced the original denominations with D 3/G 3/C4 (Section 5a) and C4/F4/A4 (Section 5b) in the score. [10.2] The upper staff in Section 5a (systems 71-78) contains three voices. (Audio is provided for the beginning of 5a.) Each voice articulates fixed pitches in relation to a specific template. For instance, the opening G octave is always connected to the G 3 template and always sustains for 2 units of this template. The same applies to the octaves F and Ab, in relation to the D 3 and C4 templates, respectively. The three voices combine to form a three-note melody, strongly reminiscent of the trichordal interplays of Study No. 20. The notes are initially heard one at a time, in apparently random order. As the section progresses they become closer together and eventually begin to overlap. The varying amount of overlap, determined by the releases, becomes of musical interest at this point, recalling the earlier "study in durations." (18) Figure 10 illustrates the rhythm of this composite melody. In the roll, Nancarrow numbered every other division in each harmonic template. The numbered pulsations retain the 3:4:5 proportion among the three voices, but articulated at half speed. Although the notes in the melody usually coincide with these pulsations, sometimes they are displaced from them (see for example the third note in the upper staff of system 71). These occasional syncopations contribute to the metrical uncertainty of the passage. The composite melody in Section 5a is accompanied by legato major triads following the divisions of the ritardando template. This template is temporally displaced (or structurally "syncopated") in relation to the other templates: it enters after Section 5a has begun (system 71) and extends into the following subsection (system 79). Thus, temporally, the chords form a completely independent musical layer. [10.3] Section 5b (systems 79-84) restates the melody of Section 5a, but transposed up a perfect fourth and played a "major sixth" faster. The triads in the accompaniment carry over into 5b, but become progressively faster according to the accelerando template. The end of this subsection has the addition of a long sustained chord (systems 83-84). In the roll, the template drawings disappear during this chord. In the score, I have kept them because they determine the release of the different chord sounds. (19) [10.4] Section 5c (systems 85-93) presents the melodic material from the previous two subsections in a converging tempo canon at the proportion 3:5. In addition to the accompanying major triads, an extra layer of tenuto octaves occurs in the bass. As the triads accelerate the octaves decelerate, and vice versa. (20) At the end of this subsection there is also a sustained chord, this time held with the damper pedal (system 92). The notes of the chord release all at once, leading to a modulating arpeggio that serves as a bridge into the following section.
[10.5] Section 5 is reminiscent of Study No. 20 in more than one way. The traits in common include a similar melodic deployment of the [013] trichords, the transposition of the successive trichords at the perfect fourth, the harmonic combination of such trichords, the emphasis on durations, and the lack of a perceivable pulsation. The reminiscent character of the section is further emphasized by its dynamics. The treble in Sections 5a and 5c is at a lower dynamic level than the bass, and the melody thus sounds removed and somewhat melancholic. (21) Yet, by means of its obvious recurrence in each subsection, the melody acquires thematic weight in Study No. 47. Conversely, there are no memorable "themes" in Study No. 20, which remains more abstract and evasive in this regard.
[11.1] Section 6 (systems 94-112) exhibits many parallels with Section 5. As far as the upper voices are concerned, Sections 6a and 6b are quasi-literal transpositions of 5a and 5b, ornamented with fast arpeggios. For these embellished versions, Nancarrow did utilize the small units of D 6/G 6/C7 and C7/F7/A7 to spell out major arpeggios spanning five octaves (see system 94). Thus it seems possible that the composer conceived this section before the previous, continuing to use the templates of Section 6 for Section 5. The darker, apparently older paper of Section 6 in the roll supports this hypothesis. Nancarrow, Study no. 47, Section 7 (click to enlarge, see the rest, and listen) Nancarrow, Study no. 47, Section 8 [11.2] Instead of combining the melodic material from the previous two subsections through canon, Section 6c (systems 107-12) recombines the same pitches and their assigned durations in a free manner, leading to new melodic and rhythmic results. The arpeggios of Section 6 are joined by quintuple octaves played staccato and either ritardando or accelerando. The minor third spelled by these octaves in the first two subsections becomes a B pedal in Section 6c.
[11.3] Nancarrow's numbering of the harmonic templates every 16 units throughout Section 6 (see system 94), indicate that the pulsations in each voice remain the same as in the previous section. But if tempo is expressed primarily through durations in Section 5, in Section 6 it is manifested through speed. One can readily perceive that the arpeggios articulating the lower-pitched templates are slightly slower, which leads to exciting results, especially when the arpeggios begin to superimpose. In system 112, as the arpeggios overlap with each other, the study reaches its maximum velocity: ca. 171 attacks per second.
[12.1] Section 7 (systems 113-29) contains an ornamented version of the opening Theme A (Section 1). (Audio is provided for the beginning of Section 7.) As in Section 6, the ornaments consist of major arpeggios spanning several octaves. These arpeggios articulate the units of the smallest template yet: C8. (22) The timing between the attack point of one arpeggio and that of the following one, effectively reproduces the theme's original pulsation. Dealing with a different template, Nancarrow approximated this pulsation as closely as possible by inserting the arpeggios every 49, 50, or 51 C8-units. Between pulses 1 and 14, he distributed the attacks in the C8 template as follows: 51, 49, 51, 50, 50, 50, 51, 50, 51, 50, 50, 50 , and 51 units. This distribution yields an average distance of 50.30 units, which matches the original "11-of-B 5" pulsation extremely closely. Figure 11 illustrates the relationship between the templates in question. After pulse number 14, Nancarrow ceased to draw all the C8-divisions in the roll, only marking those relevant to the arpeggios. Based on measurements taken from the roll, I have chosen to repeat cyclically the spacing of the initial 14 pulses in the score (i.e., 51, 49, 50, . . . , and 51 units).
[12.2] The horizontal thick lines following the numbered pulses in the C8-template of Section 7 always encompass 18 units (systems 113-29) . (23) The consistent length of the lines reflects Nancarrow's drawings in the roll, but does not necessarily account for the lengths of the arpeggios. Initially, the arpeggios contain nineteen notes (six complete octaves), but they are eventually reduced to eighteen or even fifteen notes chiefly because, due to the melody's contour, the top end of the arpeggios sometimes falls out of the range of the instrument. (24) For example, the arpeggios in beats 13-16 span five octaves plus a fifth, and those in beats 17-20 only five octaves. Regardless of the register covered, the speed of the arpeggios remains linked to the C8-divisions. The fact that the arpeggios with fewer notes finish before the others has been taken into account graphically in the score.
[12.3] Similarly to Section 6, the arpeggios are accompanied by multiple octaves played staccato. The tension in this section rises, however, by means of the largely chromatic movement of the octaves and their irregular rhythm, based on f 15 . This template defines a talea that recurs thirteen complete and one incomplete times during Section 7. As in Section 4, however, the f 15 talea is not perceivable as such because of the template's slippery rhythm as well as the unpredictable contour of the series of pitches that it articulates.
[13] Section 8 (systems 130-45) returns to Theme A, unornamented, and in the 77-note version of Section 1. The theme is deployed as a three-voice tempo canon, with the voices converging at the end of the piece. The (b) backward numeration of the templates in this section reflects both the roll and the punching score. The first voice to enter follows a pulsation determined by 4 units of E4, the second by 3 of C4, and the third by 2 of G3. The resulting proportion ruling the canon is 15:16:18-a temporal realization of the composer's favorite [013] trichord (!). The final flourish of the study (system 145) bears no template indication in Nancarrow's documents. I deduced its association with the C8-divisions from the arpeggio's angle in the roll, which matches the inclination of those in Section 7, although with the intermediate thirds and fifths omitted. [14.1] The combination of harmonic templates spelling a major triad is clearly predominant in Study No. 47, ruling Sections 1, 2, 3, 5, 6 , and 8 of the piece. Figure 12 summarizes the triadic template combinations, indicating also the temporal relationships they create within and between sections. The "b" part of the figure shows the same triads in staff notation (the labels D /G /C have been replaced with E /A /C for a more convenient harmonic spelling). Some of the proportions shown in the figure emerge clearly while others remain subdued. The proportion 3:5, for example, is musically underlined within Sections 5 and 6, both sequentially (a and b subsections) and simultaneously (c subsections). The proportion 1:8 is also clear, and expressed by the analogous melodic materials in Sections 5 and 6. This proportion allows the shift of focus from durations in Section 5 to speed in the ornamented Section 6.
Overview of Temporal Relationships (Harmonic Templates)
[14.2] Nancarrow derived further temporal relationships from these triadic template combinations by grouping their divisions in different manners. These groupings-indicated by the composer with numbers on the templates-are summarized in Figure 13 . The figure also shows metronome markings for the resulting pulsations. (25) Some of the pulsations remain the same (1:1) or are doubled (2:1) in different sections, creating strong temporal links at a formal level. As shown in the figure's bottom box, these links extend also to Sections 4 and 7, which feature the steady pulsation of Theme A (MM 91). Sections 7 and 8 reproduce almost exactly this pulsation (MM 91.52 and MM 89.37). The fact that Theme A is also played faster in Section 8 (MM 95.33 in the middle canonic voice) connects the theme temporally to other sections, although in a retrospective manner.
Concluding Remarks
[15.1] Tempo templates, both harmonic and non-harmonic, became a fundamental component of Nancarrow's working method after Study No. 21. The impact of these templates on the development of his musical language is substantial. The election and drawing of the templates preceded-or rather initiated-the compositional process, defining the grounds upon which the music's temporal structures are based.
[15.2] Study No. 47 relies on certain combinations of harmonic templates which, transposed and inverted, conform to the basic temporal "harmony" of the piece. Further proportions arise from diverse groupings of the template units. These groupings translate into tempos that run through the work, creating connections among similar as well as disparate materials. Finally, the non-harmonic templates contribute their own relative tempo (f 15 as opposed to f 15 ) and periodicity (taleae) to the study's temporal fabric. These templates support independent musical layers interacting in different manners with those based on the harmonic templates.
[15.3] Through decades of work with the player piano, Nancarrow's temporal thinking became conditioned by his primordial constructive tool, the tempo templates, and so did his musical language. Further exploration of the templates, as drawn in the original documents, is likely to deepen our understanding of the composer's interest in tempo and, more broadly, of his conception of musical time. (b) (e) the author(s), and advance notification of the editors of MTO.
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